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ABOUT ME!ABOUT ME!

If you're reading this presentation, it
means you're a little interested in
what I've done, so I won't waste time
with presentations. All you need to
know is that my name is Salma. Now
let's get started!
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Objectives

Using graffiti as a means of
expression for unaccompanied
asylum seeker minors.

To be able to highlight their
dreams and hopes for the future. 
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My idea was to represent their dreams for
the future, so I decided to illustrate this

with filler stars! 
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My idea was to represent their dreams for
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with filler stars! 

1.SKETCH SKETCH 

3.
I asked my friend, who is an artist, to

reproduce my sketch correctly so that I
could reproduce it on the wall. 

3.
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In side each star will be a teenager's
dream, and the man observing and

wishing would be the refugees, wishing
for a better future.
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The teenagers reallyThe teenagers really
appreciated this project, whichappreciated this project, which
gave them an insight into whatgave them an insight into what
they wanted to achieve in theirthey wanted to achieve in their
lives.lives.  

Despite all the hardships theyDespite all the hardships they
may have gone through, theirmay have gone through, their
star will always be there tostar will always be there to
remind them that a bright futureremind them that a bright future
awaits them in the future.awaits them in the future.  



Bye 
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